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Abstract—We present a technique to automatically generate search heuristics for dynamic symbolic execution. A key challenge in
dynamic symbolic execution is how to effectively explore the program’s execution paths to achieve high code coverage in a limited time
budget. Dynamic symbolic execution employs a search heuristic to address this challenge, which favors exploring particular types of
paths that are most likely to maximize the final coverage. However, manually designing a good search heuristic is nontrivial and
typically ends up with suboptimal and unstable outcomes. The goal of this paper is to overcome this shortcoming of dynamic symbolic
execution by automatically learning search heuristics. We define a class of search heuristics, namely a parametric search heuristic,
and present an algorithm that efficiently finds an optimal heuristic for each subject program. Experimental results with
industrial-strength symbolic execution tools (e.g., KLEE) show that our technique can successfully generate search heuristics that
significantly outperform existing manually-crafted heuristics in terms of branch coverage and bug-finding.
Index Terms—Dynamic Symbolic Execution, Concolic Testing, Search Heuristics, Software Testing
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1 INTRODUCTION
D YNAMIC symbolic execution [1], [2], [3], [4] hasemerged as an effective software-testing method with
diverse applications [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13],
[14]. The basic idea of classical symbolic execution [15], [16],
[17], [18] is to run a program symbolically, using symbolic
values as input and producing program values represented
by symbolic expressions. Dynamic symbolic execution is a
modern variant of classical symbolic execution, which com-
bines symbolic and concrete execution to mitigate the inher-
ent limitations of purely symbolic evaluation of programs
(e.g., handling non-linear arithmetic, external code). There
are two major flavors of dynamic symbolic execution [19],
namely concolic testing [1], [2] and execution-generated test-
ing [3], [4]. Both approaches have been used in several tools.
For instance, CREST [20] and SAGE [21] are well-known
concolic testing tools and KLEE [22] is a representative
symbolic executor based on execution-generated testing.
Search heuristics are a key component of both ap-
proaches to dynamic symbolic execution. Because of the
path-explosion problem, it is infeasible for dynamic sym-
bolic execution tools to explore all execution paths of any
nontrivial programs. Instead, they rely on a search heuristic
to maximize code coverage in a limited time budget. A
search heuristic has a criterion and guides symbolic exe-
cution to preferentially explore certain types of execution
paths of the subject program according to its criterion. In
concolic testing, for example, the CFDS (Control-Flow Di-
rected Search) heuristic [20] prioritizes the execution paths
that are close to the uncovered regions of the program
and the CGS (Context-Guided Search) heuristic [23] prefers
to explore paths in a new context. In KLEE, the popular
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embodiment of execution-generated testing, more than 10
search heuristics are implemented, one of which is the
Depth heuristic that prefers to explore the paths having the
lowest number of executed branches. It is well-known that
choosing a right search heuristic determines the effective-
ness of dynamic symbolic execution in practice [8], [19], [20],
[22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27].
However, designing a good search heuristic is a chal-
lenging task. Manually designing a search heuristic is not
only nontrivial but also likely to deliver sub-optimal and un-
stable results. As we demonstrate in Section 2.3, no existing
search heuristics consistently achieve good code coverage in
practice. For instance, in concolic testing, the CGS heuristic
is arguably the state-of-the-art and outperforms existing
approaches for a number of programs [23]. However, we
found that CGS is sometimes brittle and inferior even to a
random heuristic. Likewise, in execution-generated testing,
the performance of the Depth heuristic significantly varies
depending on the program under test. Furthermore, existing
search heuristics came from a huge amount of engineering
effort and domain expertise. As a result, the difficulty of
coming up with a good search heuristic remains as a major
open challenge in dynamic symbolic execution [19], [28].
To address this challenge, we present ParaDySE, a new
approach that automatically generates search heuristics for
dynamic symbolic execution. To this end, we use two key
ideas. First, we define a parametric search heuristic, which
creates a large class of search heuristics based on common
features of symbolic execution. The parametric heuristic
reduces the problem of designing a good search heuristic
into a problem of finding a good parameter value. Second,
we present a learning algorithm specialized for dynamic
symbolic execution. The search space that the parametric
heuristic poses is intractably large. Our learning algorithm
effectively guides the search by iteratively refining the
search space based on the feedback from previous runs of
dynamic symbolic execution.
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2Experimental results show that our automatically-
generated heuristics outperform existing manually-crafted
heuristics for a range of C programs. To demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness for both flavors of dynamic symbolic execution,
we have implemented ParaDySE in CREST [20] (concolic
testing) and KLEE [22] (execution-generated testing). For
the former, we evaluated it on 10 open-source C programs
(0.5–150KLoC). For the latter, we assessed it on the latest
versions of GNU Coreutils. For every benchmark program,
our technique has successfully generated a search heuristic
that achieves considerably higher branch coverage than the
existing state-of-the-art techniques. We also demonstrate
that the increased coverage by our technique leads to more
effective finding of real bugs.
1.1 Contributions
This paper makes the following contributions:
• We present ParaDySE, a new approach for automati-
cally generating search heuristics for dynamic symbolic
execution. Our work represents a significant departure
from prior work; while existing work (e.g. [8], [20],
[22], [23], [24], [25]) focuses on manually developing
a particular search heuristic, our goal is to automate the
very process of generating such a heuristic.
• We present a parametric search heuristic and a learning
algorithm for finding good parameter values.
• We extensively evaluate our approach with open-source
C programs. We make our tool, called ParaDySE, and
data publicly available.1
This paper is an extension of the previous work [26]
presented at 40th International Conference on Software En-
gineering (ICSE 2018). The major extensions are as follows:
• The present paper describes our technique in a gener-
alized setting and applies it to both approaches (con-
colic testing and execution-generated testing) to dy-
namic symbolic execution. The use of the previous tech-
nique [26] was limited to the concolic testing approach
and it was not clear how to apply the idea to another
major approach to dynamic symbolic execution (e.g.,
KLEE [22]). In Sections 2.2 and 3.2, we explain how to
use our technique to the KLEE-style dynamic symbolic
execution.
• We provide new, extensive experimental results with
KLEE [22] (Section 5).
2 PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we describe two major approaches to dy-
namic symbolic execution, namely concolic testing (Sec-
tion 2.1) and execution-generated testing (Section 2.2), and
their limitations (Section 2.3).
Both concolic testing and execution-generated testing
attempt to mix concrete and symbolic execution. However,
they are different in their specific mechanisms to combine
them; that is, concolic testing is driven by concrete exe-
cution and explores each program path one-by-one while
execution-generated testing is driven by symbolic execution
and forks the execution whenever encountering a branch in
the program.
1. Parametric Dynamic Symbolic Execution:
https://github.com/kupl/ParaDySE
Algorithm 1: Concolic Testing
Input : Program P , budget N , initial input v0
Output: The number of branches covered
1: T ← 〈〉
2: v ← v0
3: for m = 1 to N do
4: Φm ← RunProgram(P, v)
5: T ← T · Φm
6: repeat
7: (Φ, φi)← Choose(T ) (Φ = φ1 ∧ · · · ∧ φn)
8: until SAT(
∧
j<i φj ∧ ¬φi)
9: v ← model(∧j<i φj ∧ ¬φi)
10: return |Branches(T )|
2.1 Concolic Testing
Concolic testing is a hybrid software testing technique
that combines concrete and symbolic execution [1], [2].
DART [1], CUTE [2], SAGE [21], and CREST [20] are well-
known concolic testing tools.
2.1.1 Algorithm
The idea of concolic testing is to repeat the following process
until a given time budget is exhausted: (1) a program is ex-
ecuted with an initial input; (2) the exercised path condition
is collected during the concrete execution; and (3) the path
condition with one branch negated is solved with an SMT
solver to generate the next input.
Concolic testing begins with executing the subject pro-
gram P with an initial input v0. During the concrete execu-
tion, the technique maintains a symbolic memory state S and
a path condition Φ. The symbolic memory is a mapping from
program variables to symbolic values. It is used to evaluate
the symbolic values of expressions. For instance, when S
is [x 7→ α, y 7→ β + 1] (variables x and y are mapped
to symbolic expressions α and β + 1 where α and β are
symbols), the statement z := x + y transfers the symbolic
memory into [x 7→ α, y 7→ β + 1, z 7→ α + β + 1]. The
path condition represents the sequence of branches taken
during the current execution of the program. It is updated
whenever a conditional statement if (e) is encountered. For
instance, when S = [x 7→ α] and e = x < 1, the path
condition Φ gets updated by Φ ∧ (α < 1).
Let Φ = φ1 ∧ φ2 ∧ · · · ∧ φn be the path condition
that results from the initial execution. To obtain the next
input value, concolic testing chooses a branch condition
φi and generates the new path condition Φ′ as follows:
Φ′ =
∧
j<i φj ∧ ¬φi. That is, the new condition Φ′ has the
same prefix as Φ up to the i-th branch with φi negated, so
that input values that satisfy Φ′ drive the program execution
to follow the opposite branch of φi. Such concrete input
values can be obtained from an SMT solver. This process is
repeated until a fixed testing budget runs out.
Algorithm 1 presents concolic testing algorithm. The
algorithm takes a program P , an initial input vector v0,
and a testing budget N (i.e., the number of executions of
the program). The algorithm maintains the execution tree
T of the program, which is the list of previously explored
path conditions. The execution tree T and input vector v
are initially empty and the initial input vector, respectively
3(lines 1 and 2). At line 4, the program P is executed with
the input v, resulting in the current execution path Φm
explored. The path condition is appended to T (line 5). In
lines 6–8, the algorithm chooses a branch to negate. The
function Choose first chooses a path condition Φ from T ,
then selects a branch, i.e., φi, from Φ. Once a branch φi
is chosen, the algorithm generates the new path condition
Φ′ =
∧
j<i φj ∧ ¬φi. If Φ′ is satisfiable, the next input
vector is computed (line 9), where SAT(Φ) returns true iff
Φ is satisfiable and model(Φ) finds an input vector v which
is a model of Φ, i.e., v |= Φ. Otherwise, if Φ′ is unsatisfiable,
the algorithm repeatedly tries to negate another branch until
a satisfiable path condition is found. This procedure repeats
for the given budget N and the final number of covered
branches |Branches(T )| is returned.
2.1.2 Search Heuristic
The performance of Algorithm 1 varies depending on the
choice of the function Choose, namely a search heuristic.
Since the number of execution paths in a program is usually
exponential in the number of branches, exploring all possi-
ble execution paths is infeasible. To address this problem,
concolic testing relies on the search heuristic that steers
the execution in a way to maximize code coverage in a
given limited time budget [19]. In prior work, the search
heuristic was developed manually. Below, we describe three
search heuristics [20], [23], which are known to perform
comparatively better than others.
The most simple search heuristic, called Random Branch
Search (Random) [20], is to randomly select a branch from
the last execution path. That is, the Choose function in
Algorithm 1 is defined as follows:
Choose(〈Φ1Φ2 · · ·Φm〉) = (Φm, φi)
where φi is a randomly chosen branch from Φm = φ1∧· · ·∧
φn. Although very simple, the Random heuristic is typically
a better choice than simple deterministic heuristics such as
DFS and BFS [20]. In our experiments, the Random heuristic
was sometimes better than sophisticated techniques (Fig-
ure 3).
Control-Flow Directed Search (CFDS) [20] is based on the
natural intuition that uncovered branches near the current
execution path would be easier to be exercised in the next
execution. This heuristic first picks the last path condition
Φm, then selects a branch whose opposite branch is the
nearest from any of the unseen branches. The distance be-
tween two branches is calculated by the number of branches
on the path from the source to the destination. To calculate
the distance, CFDS uses control flow graph of the program,
which is statically constructed before the testing.
Context-Guided Search (CGS) [23] basically performs
the breath-first search (BFS) on the execution tree, while
reducing the search space by excluding branches whose
“contexts” are already explored. Given an execution path,
the context of a branch in the path is defined as a sequence
of preceding branches. During search, it gathers candidate
branches at depth d from the execution tree, picks a branch
from the candidates, and the context of the branch is calcu-
lated. If the context has been already considered, CGS skips
that branch and continues to pick the next one. Otherwise,
the branch is negated and the context is recorded. When all
Algorithm 2: Execution-Generated Testing
Input : Program P , budget N
Output: The number of branches covered
1: States ← {(instr0,S0, true)}
2: T ← ∅
3: repeat
4: (instr ,S ,Φ)← Choose(States)
5: States ← States \ {(instr ,S ,Φ)}
6: (instr ′,S ′,Φ)← ExecuteInstruction({instr ,S ,Φ})
7: if instr ′ = (if (e) then s1 else s2) then
8: if SAT(Φ ∧ e) then
9: States ← States ∪ {(s1 ,S ′,Φ ∧ e)}
10: if SAT(Φ ∧ ¬e) then
11: States ← States ∪ {(s2 ,S ′,Φ ∧ ¬e)}
12: else if instr ′ = halt then
13: T ← T ∪model(Φ)
14: until budget N expires (or States = ∅)
15:
16: for all (instr ,S ,Φ) ∈ States do
17: T ← T ∪model(Φ)
18: return |Coverage(T )|
the candidate branches at depth d are considered, the search
proceeds to the depth d+1 of the execution tree and repeats
the process explained above.
2.2 Execution-Generated Testing
Another major flavor of dynamic symbolic execution is
execution-generated testing [3], which has been imple-
mented in popular symbolic execution tools such as EXE [4]
and KLEE [22].
2.2.1 Algorithm
Like concolic testing, the main idea of execution-generated
testing is to mix concrete and symbolic execution. Unlike
concolic testing, however, execution-generated testing is not
driven by concrete execution. Instead, it works in a manner
similar to pure symbolic execution and implicitly switches
to concrete execution only when path conditions are unsolv-
able or the current instruction does not involve symbolic
values. For our purpose (i.e., focusing on search heuristics),
it is sufficient to treat execution-generated testing as pure
symbolic execution.
Execution-generated testing basically maintains a set
of states, where each state is a tuple (instr ,S ,Φ) of an
instruction (instr ) to evaluate next, a symbolic memory state
(S ), and a path condition (Φ).2 Similar to pure symbolic
execution, execution-generated testing forks the execution
whenever it evaluates a conditional statement.
Algorithm 2 shows an algorithm for execution-generated
testing. Unlike concolic testing (Algorithm 1), the algorithm
takes as input a program P and a testing budget N (e.g., 1-
hour) only; that is, it does not take the initial input. At lines
1 and 2, the sets of explored states States and generated test-
cases T are set to the initial state (instr0 ,S0 , true) and the
empty set, respectively. For instance, consider the program:
2. The definitions of the symbolic memory state and path condition
are given in Section 2.1.1.
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Fig. 1: Limitations of existing search heuristics for concolic testing: No search heuristic performs well consistently.
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Fig. 2: Limitations of existing search heuristics for execution-generated testing (KLEE)
void foo ( i n t x ){
i f ( x == 20)
a s s e r t (” e r r o r ” ) ; }
The initial state for the program above is as follows:
(if (x==20), [x→ α], true) (1)
where the first element represents the next instruction to
evaluate, the symbolic state maps the argument x to sym-
bolic value α, and the path condition is initially true . At
line 4, using the procedure Choose, the algorithm selects
a state to explore from the set States . At line 6, the algo-
rithm executes the instruction instr of the selected state.
For simplicity, we consider conditional and halt instructions
and omit other cases, e.g., assignment, assertion. If instr ′
is a conditional statement (line 7), the algorithm checks
whether the new path-conditions for the true (line 8) and
false branches (line 10) are satisfiable. If both conditions
are satisfiable, the algorithm forks the state into two states:
(s1,S
′,Φ ∧ e) and (s2,S ′,Φ ∧ ¬e). For instance, the initial
state in (1) is split into the states below:
state1 = (assert(“error”), [x→ α], α == 20 )
state2 = (halt, [x→ α], α 6= 20 )
When instr ′ is the halt statement (e.g., exit), the algorithm
generates a test-case which is a model of Φ of the state, and
then add it to the set T . The algorithm repeats the process
described above until the time budget N expires or the set
States is empty (line 14). Additionally, at lines 16-18, the
algorithm generates test-cases using the path-conditions of
states States , where the instruction of each state has not
yet finished. Finally, using the test-cases T , the algorithm
returns the number of covered branches (line 18).
2.2.2 Search Heuristic
Like concolic testing, the effectiveness of execution-
generated testing depends on the choice of search heuristic,
i.e., the Choose procedure in Algorithm 2. In this case,
Choose is a function that takes a set of states and selects a
state to explore next. Below, we describe one representative
search heuristic, called RoundRobin, which is the default
search heuristic of KLEE [22] and has been widely used in
prior work (e.g., [22], [29], [30]).
The RoundRobin heuristic combines two search heuris-
tics in a round robin fashion: Random-Path Search
(Random-Path) and Coverage-Optimized Search (CovNew).
The Random-Path heuristic selects a state by randomly
traversing the execution tree on explored instructions of the
5subject program from the root. The leaves of the execution
tree correspond to the candidate states to choose from, and
the internal nodes denote the locations where the states
forked. Compared to the purely random state selection
heuristic (called Random-State), the Random-Path heuristic
prioritizes the states located higher in the execution tree.
The intuition is that the states with fewer constraints are
more likely to reach uncovered code. The CovNew heuristic
first calculates the weights of candidate states and then
stochastically selects the state with high weight. The weight
of each candidate is calculated by two factors; the first one
is the minimum distance from the uncovered instructions,
and the second one is the number of executed instructions
since the heuristic most recently covered new instructions.
2.3 Limitations of Existing Search Heuristics
Existing search heuristics for both approaches of dynamic
symbolic execution have a key limitation; they rely on a
fixed strategy and fail to consistently perform well on a
wide range of target programs. Our experience with these
heuristics is that they are unstable and their effectiveness
varies significantly depending on the target programs.
Figure 1 shows that no existing search heuristics per-
form consistently in concolic testing. The branch cover-
age achieved by each search heuristic fluctuates with sub-
ject programs. For example, the CFDS heuristic outper-
forms other existing heuristics for vim-5.7 while the
heuristic does not perform well for expat-2.1.0. Con-
versely, the CGS heuristic achieves the highest coverage for
expat-2.1.0, but is inferior even to the random heuristic
for vim-5.7. This is not a coincidence. Similar situations
are observed in other programs (see Figure 3); for example,
CGS is better than other heuristics for grep-2.2, but fails
to win the naive random heuristic on tree-1.6.0. That
is, the main feature, contexts, of CGS is not appropriate for
some programs such as vim-5.7 and tree-1.6.0.
For execution-generated testing, we also obtained simi-
lar results. We evaluated the 11 search heuristics, including
RoundRobin, implemented in KLEE [22] and Figure 2 shows
the branch coverage achieved by the top 6 search heuristics
for pr and stty in GNU Coreutils-8.31. The CovNew
heuristic was better than other search heuristics for pr
while the heuristic took the sixth place for stty. On the
other hands, the Depth heuristic succeeded in achieving the
highest branch coverage for stty, but is not even ranked
in the sixth place for pr. Moreover, as we demonstrate
in the experiments (Figure 5), when collecting the search
heuristics with the highest coverage on each of 6 benchmark
programs, we obtained 4 distinct heuristics. That is, for each
program under test, the most effective search heuristic is
likely to be different.
Besides their sub-optimality, another major limitation
of existing approaches is that developing a good search
heuristic requires a huge amount of engineering effort and
expertise. Given that the effectiveness of dynamic symbolic
execution depends heavily on the search heuristic, ordinary
developers who lack the expertise on search heuristics can-
not fully benefit from dynamic symbolic execution. These
observations motivated us to develop a technique that gen-
erates search heuristics automatically.
3 PARAMETRIC SEARCH HEURISTIC
Our first idea for automatically generating search heuristics
is to define a parametric search heuristic, which defines a
space of search heuristics from which our learning algo-
rithm in Section 4.2 aims to choose the best one for each
subject program.
In this section, we describe how we parameterize search
heuristics for concolic testing (Section 3.1) and execution-
generated testing (Section 3.2). The same idea is used for
both approaches with slight variations due to the different
types of search heuristics.
3.1 Parameterization for Concolic Testing
Let P ∈ Program be a subject program under test. Recall
that a search heuristic, the Choose function in Algorithm 1,
is a function from execution trees to pairs of a path condition
and a branch:
Choose ∈ Heuristic = ExecutionTree → PathCond×Branch
where ExecutionTree is the set of all execution trees of the
program, PathCond the set of all path conditions in the
trees, Branch the set of all branches in P .
We define a family H ⊆ Heuristic of search heuris-
tics as a parametric heuristic Chooseθ , where θ is the pa-
rameter which is a k-dimensional vector of real numbers:
H = {Chooseθ | θ ∈ Rk}. Given an execution tree
T = 〈Φ1Φ2 · · ·Φm〉, our parametric search heuristic is de-
fined as follows:
Chooseθ(〈Φ1 · · ·Φm〉) = (Φm, argmax
φj∈Φm
scoreθ(φj))
Intuitively, the heuristic first chooses the last path con-
dition Φm from the execution tree T , then selects a branch
φj from Φm that gets the highest score among all branches
in that path. Except for the CGS heuristic, all existing search
heuristics choose a branch from the last path condition. In
this work, we follow this common strategy but our method
can be generalized to consider the entire execution tree as
well. We explain how we score each branch φ in Φm with
respect to a given parameter θ:
1) We represent the branch by a feature vector. We de-
signed 40 boolean features describing properties of
branches in concolic testing. A feature pii is a boolean
predicate on branches:
pii : Branch → {0, 1}.
For instance, one of the features checks whether the
branch is located in the main function or not. Given
a set of k features pi = {pi1, . . . , pik}, where k is the
length of the parameter θ, a branch φ is represented by
a boolean vector as follows:
pi(φ) = 〈pi1(φ), pi2(φ), . . . , pik(φ)〉.
2) Next we compute the score of the branch. In our
method, the dimension k of the parameter θ equals to
the number of branch features. We use the simple linear
combination of the feature vector and the parameter to
calculate the branch:
scoreθ(φ) = pi(φ) · θ.
6TABLE 1: Branch features for concolic testing. Features 1–12
are static, and Features 13–40 are dynamic.
# Description
1 branch in the main function
2 true branch of a loop
3 false branch of a loop
4 nested branch
5 branch containing external function calls
6 branch containing integer expressions
7 branch containing constant strings
8 branch containing pointer expressions
9 branch containing local variables
10 branch inside a loop body
11 true branch of a case statement
12 false branch of a case statement
13 first 10% branches of a path
14 last 10% branches of a path
15 branch appearing most frequently in a path
16 branch appearing least frequently in a path
17 branch newly covered in the previous execution
18 branch located right after the just-negated branch
19 branch whose context (k = 1) is already visited
20 branch whose context (k = 2) is already visited
21 branch whose context (k = 3) is already visited
22 branch whose context (k = 4) is already visited
23 branch whose context (k = 5) is already visited
24 branch negated more than 10 times
25 branch negated more than 20 times
26 branch negated more than 30 times
27 branch near the just-negated branch
28 branch failed to be negated more than 10 times
29 the opposite branch failed to be negated more
than 10 times
30 the opposite branch is uncovered (depth 0)
31 the opposite branch is uncovered (depth 1)
32 branch negated in the last 10 executions
33 branch negated in the last 20 executions
34 branch negated in the last 30 executions
35 branch in the function that has the largest number
of uncovered branches
36 the opposite branch belongs to unreached func-
tions (top 10% of the largest func.)
37 the opposite branch belongs to unreached func-
tions (top 20% of the largest func.)
38 the opposite branch belongs to unreached func-
tions (top 30% of the largest func.)
39 the opposite branch belongs to unreached func-
tions (# of branches > 10)
40 branch inside the most recently reached function
3) Finally, we choose the branch with the highest score.
That is, among the branches φ1, . . . , φn in Φm, we
choose the branch φj such that scoreθ(φj) ≥ scoreθ(φk)
for all k.
We have designed 40 features to describe useful prop-
erties of branches in concolic testing. Table 1 shows the
features, which are classified into 12 static and 28 dynamic
features. A static feature describes a branch property that
can be extracted without executing the program. A dynamic
feature requires to execute the program and is extracted
during concolic testing.
The static features 1-12 describe the syntactic properties
of each branch in the execution path, which can be gener-
ated by analyzing the program text. For instance, feature 8
indicates whether the branch has a pointer expression in its
conditional expression. We designed these features to see
how much such simple features help to improve branch
coverage, as there is no existing heuristic that extensively
considers the syntactic properties of branches. At first glance
features 2 and 3 seem redundant, but not so. The true and
false branches of loops have different roles; by giving a high
score to a true branch we can explicitly steer concolic testing
away from the loop (i.e. negating the true branch) while
giving a high score to a false branch leads to getting into the
loop.
On the other hands, we designed dynamic features (13-
40) to capture the dynamics of concolic testing. For instance,
feature 24 checks whether the branch has been negated
more than 10 times during concolic testing. That is, during
the execution of the program, the boolean value of each
dynamic feature for the same branch may change while the
static feature values of the branch do not.
We also incorporated the key insights of the existing
search heuristics into the features. For example, dynamic
features 19-23 were designed based on the notion of contexts
used in the CGS heuristic [23] while features 30-31 are based
on the idea of the CFDS heuristic [20] that calculates the
distance to uncovered branches.
3.2 Parameterization for Execution-Generated Testing
In execution-generated testing, a search heuristic takes a set
of states and returns a single state. Therefore, we define a
familyH ⊆ Heuristic of search heuristics in this case by the
parametric heuristic defined as follows:
Chooseθ(S) = argmax
s∈S
scoreθ(s).
The parametric heuristic selects a state s with the highest
score from the set S of states. Scoring each state with a given
parameter θ is similar to the scoring function for concolic
testing (Section 3.1). The difference is that we need features
for describing properties of states instead of branches of
path conditions. The scoring function scoreθ works as fol-
lows:
1) It transforms each state in S into a feature vector. We
designed 26 boolean features describing properties of
states in execution-generated testing. A feature pii is a
boolean predicate on states:
pii : States → {0 , 1}.
With the predefined 26 features, a state s is represented
by a boolean vector as follows:
pi(s) = 〈pi1(s), pi2(s), . . . , pi26(s)〉.
2) Second, we compute the state score. The dimension of
the parameter θ is equal to 26, the number of state
features. Using the linear combination, We calculate the
score as follows:
scoreθ(φ) = pi(φ) · θ.
3) Finally, we choose from S the state with the highest
score.
We have used 26 features to describe useful properties of
states in execution-generated testing. In particular, to reduce
the effort for designing the features, we re-used about half of
7TABLE 2: State features for execution-generated testing.
# Description
1 branch in the main function
2 true branch of a loop
3 false branch of a loop
4 branch inside a loop body
5 true branch of a case statement
6 false branch of a case statement
7 branch appearing most frequently
8 branch appearing least frequently
9 branch located right after the just-selected branch
10 branch selected more than 10 times
11 branch selected more than 20 times
12 branch selected more than 30 times
13 branch located in the function of just-selected
branch
14 branch is uncovered
15 branch selected in the last 10 executions
16 branch selected in the last 20 executions
17 branch selected in the last 30 executions
18 branch in the function that has the largest number
of uncovered branches
19 branch inside the most recently reached function
20 10% states having the deepest depth
21 10% states having the shallowest depth
22 10% states with the smallest number of instruc-
tions
23 10% states with the smallest number of covered
instructions in currently executing function
24 10% states with the lowest query solving cost
25 10% states that are closest to the uncovered in-
structions
26 10% states with the smallest number of executed
instructions since the last new instruction was
covered.
the 40 branch features already designed for concolic testing
in Table 1. Note that the branch features for concolic testing
are not immediately available as state features for execution-
generated testing. To reuse the branch features in Table 1 as
state features, we regarded the reused features as describing
the properties of the last branch of the path-condition in
each state. We did not use some features as they are specific
to concolic testing. For instance, we did not use features 28
and 29 in Table 1 because there is no branch negation failure
in execution-generated testing.
Features 1–19 in Table 2 show the reused branch features.
Specifically, the features 1–6 belong to the static features
in Table 1. For example, feature 5 checks whether the last
branch in the path-condition of each state is true branch of
a case statement. On the other hand, the features 7–19 are
dynamic features in Table 1. For instance, feature 10 checks
whether the last branch in the path-condition of each state
is selected more than 10 times during execution-generated
testing.
We have designed additional 7 state features to re-
flect the key insights of the existing search heuristics for
execution-generated testing [22]. The features 20–26 in Ta-
ble 2 represent the key features of the six relatively effec-
tive search heuristics implemented in KLEE: Depth, Instr-
Count, CallPath-InstrCount, QueryCost, MinDistance, and
CovNew. For instance, features 20–21 are based on the idea
of the Depth heuristic that prioritizes the states with the
lowest number of executed branches.
4 PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
Now we describe our algorithm for finding a good param-
eter value of the parametric search heuristic in Section 3.
We define the optimization problem, and then present our
algorithm. Our optimization algorithm is general and can be
used for both approaches to dynamic symbolic execution.
4.1 Optimization Problem
In our approach, finding a good search heuristic corre-
sponds to solving an optimization problem. We model dy-
namic symbolic execution algorithms (i.e., Algorithm 1 and
Algorithm 2) by the function:
S : Program ×Heuristic → N
which takes a program and a search heuristic, and returns
the number of covered branches. Given a program P and
a search heuristic Choose, S(P,Choose) performs dynamic
symbolic execution using the heuristic for a fixed testing
budget (i.e. N ). We assume that the initial input (v0) for
concolic testing and the testing budget (N ) are fixed for each
subject program.
Given a program P to test, our goal is to find a parameter
θ that maximizes the performance of S with respect to P .
Formally, our objective is to find θ∗ such that
θ∗ = argmax
θ∈Rk
S(P,Chooseθ). (2)
That is, we aim to find a parameter θ∗ that causes the
function S with the search heuristic Chooseθ to maximize
the number of covered branches in P .
4.2 Optimization Algorithm
We propose an algorithm that efficiently solves the opti-
mization problem in (2). A simplistic approach to solve the
problem would be the random sampling method defined as
follows:
1: repeat
2: θ ← sample from Rk
3: B ← S(P,Chooseθ)
4: until timeout
5: return best θ found
which randomly samples parameter values and returns the
best parameter found for a given time budget. However,
we found that this naive algorithm is extremely inefficient
and leads to a failure when it is used for finding a good
search heuristic (Section 5.4). This is mainly because of
two reasons. First, the search space is intractably large and
therefore blindly searching for good parameters without
any guidance is hopeless. Second, a single evaluation of
a parameter value is generally unreliable and does not
represent the average performance in dynamic symbolic
execution. For example, the performance of concolic testing
can vary due to the inherent nondeterminism (e.g. branch
prediction failure) [2].
In response, we designed an optimization algorithm
(Algorithm 3) specialized to efficiently finding good param-
eter values of search heuristics. The key idea behind this
algorithm is to iteratively refine the sample space based
on the feedback from previous runs of dynamic symbolic
8Algorithm 3: Parameter Optimization Algorithm
Input : Program P
Output: Optimal parameter θ ∈ Rk for P
1: /* k: the dimension of θ */
2: initialize the sample spaces Ri = [−1, 1] for i ∈ [1, k]
3: 〈max, converge〉 ← 〈0, false〉
4: repeat
5: /* Step 1: Find */
6: /* sample n parameters: θ1, . . . , θn (e.g., n=1,000) */
7: {θi}ni=1 ← sample from R1 × R2 × · · · × Rk
8: /* evaluate the sampled parameters */
9: for i = 1 to n do
10: /* Bi: branch coverage achieved with θi */
11: Bi ← S(P,Chooseθi )
12: pick top K parameters {θ′i}Ki=1 from {θi}ni=1 with
highest Bi
13:
14: /* Step 2: Check */
15: for all K parameters θ′i do
16: B∗i ← 110
∑10
j=1 S(P,Chooseθ′i )
17: pick top 2 parameters θt1 , θt2 with highest B
∗
i
18:
19: /* Step 3: Refine */
20: for i = 1 to k do
21: if θit1 > 0 and θ
i
t2 > 0 then
22: Ri = [min(θit1 , θ
i
t2), 1]
23: else if θit1 < 0 and θ
i
t2 < 0 then
24: Ri = [-1, max(θit1 , θ
i
t2 )]
25:
26: /* Check Convergence */
27: if B∗t1 < max then
28: converge← true
29: else
30: 〈max, θmax〉 ← 〈B∗t1 , θt1〉
31: until converge
32: return θmax
execution. The main loop of the algorithm consists of the
three phases: Find, Check, and Refine. These three steps are
repeated until the average performance converges.
At line 2, the algorithm initializes the sample spaces. It
maintains k sample spaces, Ri (i ∈ [1, k]), where k is the
dimension of the parameters (i.e., the number of features in
our parametric heuristic). In our algorithm, the i-th compo-
nents of the parameters are sampled from Ri, independently
from other components. For all i, Ri is initialized to the
space [−1, 1].
In the first phase (Find), we randomly sample n param-
eter values: θ1, θ2, . . . , θn from the current sample space
R1 ×R2 × · · · ×Rk (line 7), and their performance numbers
(i.e., the number of branches covered) are evaluated (lines
9–11). In experiments, we set n depending on the given
program P (Table 8). Among the n parameters, we choose
the top K parameters according to their branch coverage.
In our experiments, K is set to 10 because we observed that
parameters with good qualities are usually found in the top
10 parameters. This first step of performing the symbolic
execution function n times (line 11) can be run in parallel.
In the next phase (Check), we choose the top 2 parameters
that show the best average performance. At lines 16–17, the
K parameters chosen from the first phase are evaluated
again to obtain the average code coverage over 10 trials,
where B∗i represents the average performance of parameter
θ′i. At line 19, we choose two parameters θt1 (top 1) and
θt2 (top 2) with the best average performance. This step
(Check) is needed to rule out unreliable parameters. Because
of the nondeterminism of dynamic symbolic execution, the
quality of a search heuristic must be evaluated over multiple
executions.
In the third step (Refine), we refine the sample spaces
R1, . . . ,Rk based on θt1 and θt2 . Each Ri is refined based
on the values of the i-th components (θit1 and θ
i
t2 ) of θt1
and θt2 . When both θ
i
t1 and θ
i
t2 are positive, we modify Ri
by [min(θit1 , θ
i
t2), 1]. When both θ
i
t1 and θ
i
t2 are negative, Ri
is refined by [−1,max(θit1 , θit2)]. Otherwise, Ri remains the
same. Then, our algorithm goes back to the first phase (Find)
and randomly samples n parameter values from the refined
space.
Finally, our algorithm terminates when the best average
coverage (B∗t1 ) obtained in the current iteration is less than
the coverage (max) from the previous iteration (lines 30–
31). This way, we iteratively refine each sample space Ri
and guide the search to continuously find and climb the
hills toward top in the parameter space.
5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we experimentally evaluate our approach
for automatically generating search heuristics of dynamic
symbolic execution. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our
approach for both approaches to dynamic symbolic sym-
bolic execution: concolic testing and execution-generated
testing. For the former, we implemented our approach,
called ParaDySE, in CREST [31], a concolic testing tool
widely used for C programs [20], [23], [27], [32]. For the
latter, we implemented ParaDySE in KLEE [22], one of the
most popular symbolic execution tools widely used in pre-
vious work [27], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38]. We conducted
experiments to answer the following research questions:
• Effectiveness of generated heuristics: Does our ap-
proach generate effective search heuristics for dynamic
symbolic execution? How do they perform compared
to the existing state-of-the-art heuristics?
• Time for obtaining the heuristics: How long does our
approach take to generate the search heuristics? Is our
approach useful even considering the training effort?
• Efficacy of optimization algorithm: How does our
optimization algorithm perform compared to the naive
algorithm by random sampling?
• Important features: What are the important features to
generate effective search heuristics for both approaches
of dynamic symbolic execution, respectively?
All experiments were done on a linux machine with two
Intel Xeon Processor E5-2630 and 192GB RAM.
5.1 Evaluation Setting
5.1.1 Concolic Testing
We have compared our approach with five existing heuris-
tics: CGS (Context-Guided Search) [23], CFDS (Control-
Flow Directed Search) [20], Random (Random Branch
Search) [20], DFS (Depth-First Search) [2], and Gen (Gen-
erational Search) [21]. We chose these heuristics for com-
parison because they have been commonly used in prior
work [2], [20], [21], [23], [39]. In particular, CGS and CFDS
9TABLE 3: Benchmark programs for concolic testing
Program # Total branches LOC Source
vim-5.7 35,464 165K [20]
gawk-3.0.3 8,038 30K ours
expat-2.1.0 8,500 49K [23]
grep-2.2 3,836 15K [20]
sed-1.17 2,656 9K [40]
tree-1.6.0 1,438 4K ours
cdaudio 358 3K [23]
floppy 268 2K [23]
kbfiltr 204 1K [23]
replace 196 0.5K [20]
TABLE 4: Benchmark programs for execution-generated
testing (KLEE): the 6 largest (excluding ones on which KLEE
does not run) benchmark programs from Coreutils-8.31.
Program # Total branches LOC
ls 1,590 5K
dd 690 3K
pr 645 3K
ptx 577 2K
factor 445 3K
stty 420 2K
are arguably the state-of-the-art search heuristics that often
perform the best in practice [20], [23]. The implementation of
CFDS, Random, and DFS heuristics are available in CREST.
The implementations of CGS and Gen came from the prior
work [23].3
We used 10 open-source benchmark programs (Table 3).
The benchmarks are divided into the large and small pro-
grams. The large benchmarks include vim, expat, grep,
sed, gawk, and tree. The first four are standard benchmark
programs in concolic testing for C, which have been used
multiple times in prior work [20], [22], [23], [40], [41]. The
last two programs (gawk and tree) were prepared by
ourselves, which are available with our tool. Our benchmark
set also includes 4 small ones: cdaudio, floppy, kbfiltr,
and replace, which were used in [20], [23], [40].
We conducted all experiments under the same evalua-
tion setting; the initial input (i.e. v0 in Algorithm 1) was
fixed for each benchmark program and a single run of
concolic testing used the same testing budget (4,000 exe-
cutions, i.e., N = 4000 in Algorithm 1). We set the budget to
4,000 program executions for fair comparison with existing
techniques; it is the number that has been commonly used
in prior work on search heuristics [20], [23]. Note that the
performance of concolic testing generally depends on the
initial input. We found that in our benchmark programs,
except for grep and expat, different choices of initial input
did not much affect the final performance, so we generated
random inputs for those programs. For grep and expat,
the performance of concolic testing varied significantly de-
pending on the initial input. For instance, with some initial
inputs, CFDS and Random covered 150 less branches in
grep than with other inputs. We avoided this exceptional
case when selecting the input for grep and expat. For
expat, we chose the input used in prior work [23]. For
grep, we selected an input value on which the Random
3. We obtained the implementation from authors via personal com-
munication.
heuristic was reasonably effective. The initial input values
we used are available with our tool.
The performance of each search heuristic was averaged
over multiple trials. Even with the same initial input, the
search heuristics have coverage variations for several rea-
sons: search initialization in concolic testing [2], the ran-
domness of search heuristics, and so on. We repeated the
experiments 100 times for all benchmarks except for vim
for which we averaged over 50 trials as its execution takes
much longer time.
5.1.2 Execution-Generated Testing
We have compared our approach with 11 existing
search heuristics implemented in KLEE [22]: DFS (Depth-
First Search), BFS (Breath-First Search), Random-State,
Random-Path, CovNew, QueryCost, MinDistance (Minimal-
Distance to Uncovered), Depth, InstrCount (Instruction-
Count), CallPath-InstrCount (CallPath-Instruction-Count),
and RoundRobin using Random-Path and CovNew in a
round robin fashion.
We used the six largest benchmark programs in GNU
Coreutils-8.31 (Table 4), excluding programs on which KLEE
is unable to run. We used GNU Coreutils as it is the most
commonly used benchmark for evaluating KLEE (e.g., [25],
[30], [34], [35], [36], [37], [42]). The six benchmarks include
ls, dd, pr, ptx, factor, and stty. We excluded small
programs (e.g., cat, rm, and pwd) in Coreutils. The existing
search heuristics already achieve high branch coverage on
those programs, as their sizes are quite small (e.g., pwd is of
0.4KLoC).
We used the same evaluation settings in all experiments.
First, we allocated 1,000 seconds for testing budget (i.e.,
N = 1000s in Algorithm 2). Unlike concolic testing, we used
the maximum running time as the testing budget instead of
the number of program executions. This is because using
timing budget has been more popular in previous works on
KLEE [22], [25], [27], [34]. Second, because of the random-
ness of search heuristics, we repeated the experiments for
all benchmarks 10 times and reported the average branch
coverage over 10 trials.
5.2 Effectiveness of Generated Heuristics
For each benchmark program in Table 3 and 4, we ran our
algorithm (Algorithm 3) to generate our search heuristic
(ours), and compared its performance with that of the
existing heuristics in both approaches of dynamic symbolic
execution. We evaluate the effectiveness in terms of branch
coverage. For concolic testing, we also compare the heuris-
tics in terms of bug detection.
5.2.1 Concolic Testing
For branch coverage, we measured the average and maxi-
mum coverages. The average branch coverage is obtained
by averaging the results over the 100 trials (50 for vim). The
maximum coverage refers to the highest coverage achieved
during the 100 trials (50 for vim). The former indicates the
average performance while the latter the best performance
achievable by each heuristic.
Figure 3 compares the average branch coverage achieved
by different search heuristics on 6 large benchmarks in
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Fig. 3: Average branch coverage achieved by each search heuristic on 6 large benchmarks for concolic testing
Table 3. The results show that the search heuristics gener-
ated by our approach (ours) achieve the best coverage on
all programs. In particular, ours significantly increased the
branch coverage on two largest benchmarks: vim and gawk.
For vim, ours covered 8,297 branches in 4,000 executions
while the CFDS heuristic, which took the second place for
vim, covered 7,990 branches. Note that CFDS is already
highly tuned and therefore outperforms the other heuristics
for vim (for instance, CGS covered 6,166 branches only). For
gawk, ours covered 2,684 branches while the CGS heuristic,
the second best one, managed to cover 2,321 branches. For
expat, sed, and tree, our approach improved the existing
heuristics considerably. For example, ours covered 1,327
branches for expat, increasing the branch coverage of CGS
by 50. For grep, ours also performed the best followed by
CGS and CFDS. On small benchmarks, we obtained similar
results; ours (together with CGS) consistently achieved the
highest average coverage (Table 5). In the rest of the paper,
we focus only on the 6 large benchmarks, where existing
manually-crafted heuristics fail to perform well.
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TABLE 5: Average branch coverage on 4 small benchmarks
OURS CFDS CGS Random Gen DFS
cdaudio 250 250 250 242 250 236
floppy 205 205 205 170 205 168
replace 181 177 181 174 176 171
kbfiltr 149 149 149 149 149 134
TABLE 6: Effectiveness in terms of maximum coverage
OURS CFDS CGS Random Gen DFS
vim 8,788 8,585 6,488 8,143 5,161 2,646
expat 1,422 1,060 1,337 965 1,348 1,027
gawk 2,684 2,532 2,449 2,035 2,443 1,025
grep 1,807 1,726 1,751 1,598 1,640 1,456
sed 830 780 781 690 698 568
tree 797 702 599 704 600 360
On all benchmarks in Figure 3, ours exclusively covered
branches that were not covered by other heuristics. For
example, in vim, a total of 504 branches were exclusively
covered by our heuristic. For other programs, the numbers
are: expat(14), gawk(7), grep(23), sed(21), tree(96).
These results are statistically significant: on all bench-
mark programs in Figure 3, the p value was less than 0.01
according to Wilcoxon signed-rank test. In Figure 3, the stan-
dard deviations for each heuristic are as follows: (1) OURS:
vim(258), expat(42), gawk(0), grep(51), sed(22), tree(7);
(2) CFDS: vim(252), expat(44), gawk(120), grep(33),
sed(24), tree(13); (3) CGS: vim(200), expat(24), gawk(57),
grep(29), sed(27), tree(15). Other search heuristics also
have similar standard deviations.
In Figure 3, we compared the effectiveness of search
heuristics over iterations (# of executions), but our approach
was also superior to others over execution time. For ex-
ample, given the same time budget (1,000 sec), ours and
Random (the second best) covered 8,947 and 8,272 branches,
respectively, for vim (Figure 4). The results were averaged
over 50 trials.
Table 6 compares the heuristics in terms of the maxi-
mum branch coverage on 6 large benchmarks. The results
show that our approach in this case also achieves the best
performance on all programs. For instance, in vim, we con-
siderably increased the coverage of CFDS, the second best
strategy; ours covered 8,788 branches while CFDS managed
to cover 8,585. For expat, ours and CGS (the second best)
have covered 1,422 and 1,337 branches, respectively.
Note that there is no clear winner among the existing
search heuristics. Except for ours, CFDS took the first place
for vim and sed in terms of average branch coverage. For
gawk, expat, and grep, the CGS heuristic was the best.
For tree, the Random heuristic was better than CFDS and
CGS. In terms of the maximum branch coverage, CFDS was
better than the others for vim and gawk while CGS was for
grep and sed. The Gen and Random heuristics surpassed
CFDS and CGS in expat and tree, respectively.
TABLE 7: Effectiveness in terms of finding bugs
OURS CFDS CGS Random Gen DFS
gawk-3.0.3 100/100 0/100 0/100 0/100 0/100 0/100
grep-2.2 47/100 0/100 5/100 0/100 0/100 0/100
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Fig. 4: Performance w.r.t. execution time (vim-5.7)
We found that the increased branch coverage by our
approach leads to more effective finding of real bugs (not
seeded ones). Table 7 reports the number of trials that
successfully generate test-cases, which trigger the known
performance bugs in gawk and grep [43], [44]. During the
100 trials (where a single trial consists of 4,000 executions),
our heuristic always found the bug in gawk while all the
other heuristics completely failed to find it. In grep, ours
succeeded to find the bug 47 times out of 100 trials, which is
much better than CGS does (5 times). Other heuristics were
not able to trigger the bug at all.
Our heuristics are good at finding bugs because they
are much better than other heuristics in exercising diverse
program paths. We observed that other heuristics such as
CGS, CFDS, and Gen also covered the branches where the
bugs originate. However, the bugs are caused only by some
specific path conditions and the existing heuristics could not
generate inputs that satisfy the conditions.
We remark that we did not specially tune our approach
towards finding those bugs. In fact, we were not aware of
the presence of those bugs at the early stage of this work.
The bugs in gawk and grep [43], [44] cause performance
problems; for example, grep-2.2 requires exponential time
and memory on particular input strings that involve back-
references [44]. During concolic testing, we monitored the
program executions and restarted the testing procedure
when the subject program ran out of memory or time. Those
bugs were detected unexpectedly by a combination of this
mechanism and our search heuristic.
5.2.2 Execution-Generated Testing
ParaDySE also succeeded in generating the most effective
search heuristic for each program in Table 4, compared to
all 11 search heuristics implemented in KLEE. Here, we
calculated the branch coverage with respect to running time
as follows:
1) While running KLEE on a program, we recorded the
creation time of each test-case generated by Algo-
rithm 2. This step produces the data D = {(Ti, ti)}Mi=1,
where Ti is a test-case, ti is its creation time (tj < tk if
j < k), and M is the number of generated test-cases.
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Fig. 5: Average branch coverage achieved by top 6 search heuristics on 6 large benchmarks for execution-generated testing
2) When the time budget expires, we re-ran the original
binary of the program with each test-case Ti in order.
We computed the accumulated branch coverage ci of
Ti including the branches covered by all preceding test-
cases Tj(j < i). We plotted the data {(ti, ci)}Mi=1 to
depict the coverage graph. To measure the branch cov-
erage, we used gcov, a well-known tool for analyzing
code coverage.
Figure 5 shows the average branch coverage over the 10
trials achieved by top 6 heuristics on the 6 largest bench-
marks. In particular, our automatically-generated heuristic
(ours) significantly increased the average branch coverage
for the largest benchmark ls; ours covered 68% of the total
branches in ls while the second best heuristic (Random-
Path) only covered 53% of the total branches. That is, ours
is able to cover about 227 more branches than the second
best one on average during the same time period. For dd,
factor, and stty, ours also outperformed the existing
heuristics. For example, in the case of factor, ours was
able to break the coverage around 27% that all the other
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heuristics eventually converged on. For dd and stty, ours
succeeded in increasing the branch coverage by 4% and 3%,
compared to the second best heuristic of each benchmark:
CallPath-InstrCount (dd) and Depth (stty).
One interesting point in execution-generated testing is
that there is a significant increase in branch coverage at
the end of the testing. For example, Figure 5 shows that all
the search heuristics, including ours, suddenly increase the
branch coverage on ls and ptx when the testing budget
(1,000s) expires. This is due to the test-cases generated
after the testing budget is over; more precisely, it is caused
by lines 16–17 of Algorithm 2. The results indicate that
the remaining states that have not yet reached the end of
the subject program (e.g., halt instruction in Algorithm 2)
contribute significantly to increasing branch coverage.
Likewise concolic testing, there is no obvious winner
among 11 search heuristics for execution-generated testing.
Except for ours, there are the four distinct heuristics which
achieve the highest branch coverage at least in one of the 6
benchmarks; the CovNew heuristic succeeded in achieving
the highest branch coverage for pr and ptx. Meanwhile,
CallPath-InstrCount and Depth took the first place for dd
and stty, respectively. More surprisingly, the best heuristic
for ls is the Random-Path heuristic that almost randomly
picks a state from the candidate states. These results on the
existing heuristics for dynamic symbolic execution demon-
strate our claim that manually-crafted heuristics are likely
to be suboptimal and unstable. On the other hand, our
approach, ParaDySE, is able to consistently produce the best
search heuristics in both approaches of dynamic symbolic
execution.
5.3 Time for Obtaining the Heuristics
Table 8 reports the running time of our algorithm to generate
the search heuristics that were evaluated in Section 5.2. To
obtain our heuristics, we ran the optimization algorithm
(Algorithm 3) in parallel using 20 cores. For concolic testing,
in the first phase (‘Find’) of the algorithm, we sampled 1,000
parameters, where each core is responsible for evaluating
50 parameters. For vim, we set the sample size to 300 as
executing vim is expensive. For execution-generated testing,
we equally fixed the sample size to 200 because a single
evaluation (e.g, S(P,Chooseθi )) is also expensive, where it
took 1,000 seconds. The results show that our algorithm
converges within 2–6 iterations of the outer loop of Algo-
rithm 3, taking 3–24 hours depending on the size of the
subject program and the number of iterations.
Our approach requires training effort but it is rewarding
because the learned heuristic can be reused multiple times
over a long period of time as the subject program evolves.
Moreover, we show that our approach enables effective
concolic testing even in the training phase.
5.3.1 Reusability over Program Evolution
The learned heuristics for both approaches of dynamic
symbolic execution can be reused over multiple subsequent
program variations. To validate this hypothesis in concolic
testing, we trained a search heuristic on gawk-3.0.3 and
applied the learned heuristic to the subsequent versions un-
til gawk-3.1.0. We also trained a heuristic on sed-1.17
TABLE 8: Time for generating the heuristics
Benchmarks # Sample # Iteration Total times
vim-5.7 300 5 24h 17min
expat-2.1.0 1,000 6 10h 25min
gawk-3.0.3 1,000 4 6h 28min
grep-2.2 1,000 5 5h 26min
sed-1.17 1,000 4 8h 55min
tree-1.6.0 1,000 4 3h 17min
ls 200 4 17h 23min
dd 200 3 16h 52min
pr 200 5 21h 54min
ptx 200 2 11h 50min
factor 200 3 12h 43min
stty 200 4 16h 44min
TABLE 9: Effectiveness in the training phase
OURS CFDS CGS Random Gen DFS
vim 14,003 13,706 7,934 13,835 7,290 2,646
expat 2,455 2,339 2,157 1,325 2,116 2,036
gawk 3,473 3,382 3,261 3,367 3,302 1,905
grep 2,167 2,024 2,016 2,066 1,965 1,478
sed 1,019 1,041 1,042 1,007 979 937
tree 808 800 737 796 730 665
and applied it to later versions. Figure 6 shows that the
learned heuristics manage to achieve the highest branch
coverage over the evolution of the programs. For example,
ours covered at least 90 more branches than the second best
heuristic (CFDS) in all variations between gawk-3.0.3 and
gawk-3.1.0. The effectiveness lasted for at least 4 years for
gawk and 1 year for sed.
For execution-generated testing, we also trained a search
heuristic on the largest benchmark ls in GNU Coreutils-
8.22 (2013) and applied it to the subsequent, more precisely
9, versions from GNU Coreutils-8.23 (2014) to 8.31 (2019).
Figure 7 shows that the learned heuristic succeeded in
achieving the highest branch coverage over all versions of
GNU Coreutils. The branch coverage difference between
ours and the second best heuristic is at least 4.1% and up
to 10.0%. Note that ours consistently achieved the highest
coverage while the performance of the existing heuristics
is inconsistent with the evolution of the program; at the
beginning of the experiment, except for ours, we expected
that the Random-Path heuristic would be the best one,
because Random-Path was the best in the recent version of
GNU Coreutils as we discussed in Section 5.2.2. However,
Figure 7 shows that except for ours, the CovNew heuristic
is generally more effective than other search heuristics,
including Random-Path, on multiple versions: 8.22, 8.24,
8.25, 8.26, 8.28 and 8.29. Again, however, the performance
of CovNew dropped sharply on the benchmark ls in GNU
Coreutils-8.30; compared to the branch coverage achieved
on the immediate previous version (8.29), the branch cov-
erage decreased by 14% in total. That is, existing search
heuristics are likely to be unstable across not only different
programs but also different versions of the same program.
5.3.2 Effectiveness in the Training Phase
Note that running Algorithm 3 is essentially running dy-
namic symbolic execution on the subject program. Thus,
we compared the number of branches covered during this
training phase in concolic testing with the branches covered
by other search heuristics given the same time budget
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Fig. 7: Average coverage of each search heuristic for execution-generated testing on multiple subsequent program variants
reported in Table 8. Table 9 compares the results: except for
sed, running Algorithm 3 achieves greater branch coverage
than others. To obtain the results for other heuristics, we
ran concolic testing (with N = 4, 000) repeatedly using the
same number of cores and amount of time. For instance, in
24 hours, Algorithm 3 covered 14,003 branches of vim while
concolic testing with the CFDS and CGS heuristics covered
13,706 and 7,934 branches, respectively.
5.4 Efficacy of Optimization Algorithm
We compared the performance of our optimization algo-
rithm (Algorithm 3) with a naive approach based on random
sampling when generating search heuristics. Because both
approaches involve randomness, we statistically compare
the qualities of parameters found by our algorithm and the
random sampling method. We conducted the comparison
on grep-2.2 and sed-1.17 for concolic testing, and ls
and pr for execution-generated testing.
Figure 8 shows the distributions of final coverages
achieved by those two algorithms instantiated in concolic
testing and execution-generated testing, respectively. First,
for the former, our algorithm required a total of 1,100 trials
of concolic testing to complete a single refinement task:
100 trials for the Check phase to select top 2 parameters
and the rest for the Find phase to evaluate the parameters
generated from the refined space. We compared the distri-
butions throughout each iteration (I1, I2, ..., IN ) where 1,100
trials were given as budget for finding parameters. Second,
for the latter, our algorithm needed a total of 300 trials of
execution-generated testing as a single refinement task: 200
trials (the Find phase) and 100 trials (the Check phase). That
is, we compared the distributions for each iteration with 300
trials. In both approaches of dynamic symbolic execution,
the first refinement task of our algorithm begins with the
initial samples in the first iteration I1, which are prepared
by random sampling method.
Figure 8a and 8b show that our algorithm is much su-
perior to random sampling method for both approaches of
dynamic symbolic execution: (1) the median of the samples
increases while (2) the variance decreases, as the refinement
task in our algorithm goes on. The median value (the
band inside a box) of the samples found by our algorithm
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Fig. 8: Comparison of our learning algorithm and random sampling method
increases as the refinement task continues, while random
sampling has no noticeable changes. The increase of median
indicates that the probability to find a good parameter
grows as the tasks repeat. In addition, the variance (the
height of the box, in simple) in our algorithm decreases
gradually, which implies that the mix of Check and Refine
tasks was effective.
We remark that use of our optimization algorithm was
critical; the heuristics generated by random sampling failed
to surpass the existing heuristics. For instance, for grep, our
algorithm (Algorithm 3) succeeded in generating a heuristic
which covered 1,701 branches on average. However, the
best one by random sampling covered 1,600 branches only,
lagging behind CGS (the second best) by 83 branches.
5.5 Important Features
5.5.1 Top-k Features
We discuss the relative importance of features by analyzing
the learned parameters θ for each program in Table 3 and 4.
Intuitively, when the i-th component θi has a negative num-
ber in θ, it indicates that the branch having i-th component
should not be selected to be explored. Thus, both strong
negative and positive features are equally important for
our approach to improve the branch coverage. Table 10
and Table 11 show the top-k positive and negative features
for concolic testing and execution-generated testing, respec-
tively; depending on the total number of features, we set k
to 10 and 5 for the former and the latter.
The results show that there is no winning feature which
always belongs to the top-k positive or negative features.
Nevertheless, for concolic testing, the features 13 (front parts
of a path) and 30-31 (distances of uncovered branches) are
comparatively consistent positive ones. For 4 benchmarks,
the feature 11 (case statement), 22 (context) and 26 (fre-
quently negated branch) are included in the top 10 negative
features. For designing effective search heuristics, the key
ideas of CFDS heuristic (#30-31) and CGS (#19-20, #22)
heuristics are generally used as good positive and negative
features, respectively. Surprisingly, in execution-generated
testing, there are no positive or negative features that are
consistent in at least three benchmark programs.
Many features for both approaches of dynamic sym-
bolic execution simultaneously appear in both positive and
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TABLE 10: Top 10 features for concolic testing
(a) Top 10 positive features
Rank Benchmarks
vim gawk expat grep sed tree
1 # 15 # 10(?) # 27 # 14 # 13(+) # 36
2 # 18 # 13(+) # 30(+) # 40 # 2 # 15
3 # 35(?) # 12 # 23 # 24 # 29 # 5
4 # 40 # 38(?) # 31(+) # 1 # 3 # 25(?)
5 # 31(+) # 14 # 4 # 30(+) # 8 # 40
6 # 7 # 9 # 9 # 38(?) # 30(+) # 9
7 # 13(+) # 35(?) # 8 # 32 # 35(?) # 13(+)
8 # 3 # 31(+) # 15 # 17 # 6 # 39
9 # 12 # 4 # 25(?) # 31(+) # 21 # 30(+)
10 # 10(?) # 33 # 7 # 29 # 16 # 22
(b) Top 10 negative features
Rank Benchmarks
vim gawk expat grep sed tree
1 # 17 # 26(-) # 39 # 20 # 11(-) # 10(?)
2 # 11(-) # 8 # 35(?) # 39 # 32 # 35(?)
3 # 34 # 16 # 33 # 22(-) # 19 # 6
4 # 33 # 29 # 37 # 25(?) # 40 # 24
5 # 22(-) # 3 # 38(?) # 26(-) # 38(?) # 7
6 # 21 # 6 # 2 # 19 # 18 # 12
7 # 26(-) # 22(-) # 24 # 27 # 5 # 23
8 # 25(?) # 11(-) # 22(-) # 21 # 20 # 2
9 # 37 # 19 # 10(?) # 33 # 34 # 27
10 # 20 # 28 # 32 # 37 # 26(-) # 11(-)
TABLE 11: Top 5 features for execution-generated testing
(a) Top 5 positive features
Rank Benchmarks
ls dd pr ptx factor stty
1 # 10(?) # 1 # 19 # 3 # 8(?) # 10(?)
2 # 24(?) # 3 # 24(?) # 26(?) # 13 # 8(?)
3 # 7 # 10(?) # 15 # 1 # 14 # 26(?)
4 # 17 # 8(?) # 26(?) # 6(?) # 4(?) # 5(?)
5 # 4(?) # 25 # 23(?) # 23(?) # 6(?) # 21(?)
(b) Top 5 negative features
Rank Benchmarks
ls dd pr ptx factor stty
1 # 26(?) # 4(?) # 21(?) # 10(?) # 19 # 13
2 # 20 # 5(?) # 10(?) # 21(?) # 21(?) # 14
3 # 18 # 16 # 12 # 15 # 5(?) # 24(?)
4 # 6(?) # 18 # 22 # 7 # 23(?) # 4(?)
5 # 8(?) # 21(?) # 20 # 11 # 22 # 11
negative feature tables. That is, depending on the program
under test, the role of each feature changes from positive
to negative (or vice versa). In concolic testing, the features
10, 25, 35 and 38 appear in both Table 10a and Table 10b.
In particular, the feature 10 is used as the most positive
feature in gawk while it is the most negative one for tree.
In execution-generated testing, the phenomenon is more
prevalent; the features 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 21, 23, 24, and 26 serve
as both positive and negative ones. For instance, the feature
4 (branch inside a loop body) is in top-5 positive one on ls
and factor while it is also in top-5 negative one on dd and
stty. This finding supports our claim that no single search
heuristic can perform well for all benchmarks, and therefore
it should be tuned for each target program.
5.5.2 Impact of Combining Static and Dynamic Features
The combined use of static and dynamic features was im-
portant. In concolic testing, we assessed the performance
of our approach with different feature sets in two ways: 1)
with static features only; and 2) with dynamic features only.
Without dynamic features, generating good heuristic was
feasible only for grep. Without static features, our approach
succeeded in generating good heuristics for grep and tree
but failed to do so for the remaining programs.
5.6 Threats to Validity
1) Benchmarks: For concolic testing, we collected eight
benchmarks from prior work [20], [22], [23], [40], [41]
and created two new benchmarks (gawk and tree).
For execution-generating testing, we used the largest
6 benchmark programs in the latest version of GNU
Coreutils, where it is the representative benchmark in
prior work [25], [30], [34], [35], [36], [37], [42]. However,
these 16 benchmarks may not be representative and
not enough to evaluate the performance of the search
heuristics in general.
2) Testing budget: For concolic testing, we chose 4,000
executions as the testing budget because it is the same
criterion that was used for evaluating the existing
heuristics (CGS, CFDS) in prior work [20], [23]. For
execution-generated testing, we set 1,000 seconds to the
testing budget because using timing budget is common
in previous works on KLEE [22], [25], [27], [34]. How-
ever, this might not be the best setting in practice.
3) Constraint solver: The performance of dynamic sym-
bolic execution may vary depending on the choice of
the SMT solver. For concolic testing, we used Yices [45],
the default SMT solver of CREST. For execution-
generated testing, we used STP [46], the default SMT
solver of KLEE.
6 RELATED WORK
We discuss existing works on improving the performance of
dynamic symbolic execution. We classify existing techniques
into the four classes: (1) improving search heuristics; (2)
hybrid approaches; (3) reducing search space; (4) solving
complex path conditions. Our work can also be seen as a
combination of software testing and machine learning or
search-based software testing.
6.1 Search Heuristics
As search heuristics are a critical component of dynamic
symbolic execution, a lot of techniques have been pro-
posed. However, all existing works on improving search
heuristics focus on manually-designing a new strategy [8],
[20], [22], [23], [24], [25], [47]. In Section 2, we already
discussed the CFDS [20] and CGS [23] heuristics. Another
successful heuristic is generational search [21], which drives
concolic testing towards the highest incremental coverage
gain to maximize code coverage. For each execution path, all
branches are negated and executed. Then, next generation
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branch is selected according to the coverage gain of each
single execution. Xie et al. [47] designed a heuristic that
guides the search based on the fitness values that measure
the distance of branches in the execution path to the target
branch. The CarFast heuristic [24] guides concolic testing
based on the number of uncovered statements.The Subpath-
Guided Search heuristic [25] steers symbolic execution to
less explored areas of the subject program by using the
length-k subpath. Our work is different from these works
as we automate the heuristic-designing process itself.
6.2 Hybrid Approaches
Our approach is orthogonal to the existing techniques that
combine dynamic symbolic execution with other testing
techniques. In [32], [48], techniques such as random testing
are first used and they switch to concolic testing when the
performance gains saturate. In [49], concolic testing is com-
bined with evolutionary testing to be effective for object-
oriented programs. Munch [50] is a hybrid technique to
combine symbolic execution (e.g., KLEE [22]) with fuzzing
(e.g., AFL [51]) to maximize the function coverage.
6.3 Reducing Search Space
Our work is also orthogonal to techniques that reduce the
search space of symbolic execution [35], [36], [38], [39], [41],
[52], [53], [54]. The read-write set analysis [41] identifies
and prunes program paths that have the same side effects.
Jaffar et al. [52] introduced an interpolation method that
subsumes paths guaranteed not to hit a bug. Goderfroid et
al. [53], [54] proposed to use function summarizes to identify
equivalence classes of function inputs. It ensures that the
concrete executions in the same class have the same side
effect. Abstraction-driven concolic testing [39] also reduces
search space for concolic testing by using feedback from a
model checker. ConTest [55] aims to reduce the input space
of concolic testing by selectively maintaining symbolic vari-
ables via online learning. Chopper [38] is a novel technique
for performing symbolic execution while safely ignoring
functions of the subject program that users do not want to
explore. Postconditioned symbolic execution [35], [36] aims
to prune redundant paths of the program by using the post
conditions accumulated during symbolic execution.
State-merging is a promising technique to reduce the
number of states in symbolic execution [37], [56], [57].
Kuznetsov et al. [37] proposed a method to balance between
reducing the number of states and increasing the burden on
the constraint solver by statically and dynamically estimat-
ing the importance of the states. MultiSE [57] introduced
a new technique to enable symbolic execution to merge
states without generating any auxiliary symbolic variables.
Thereby, MultiSE is able to perform symbolic execution even
when it merges values that are unsupported by constraint
solver in the states. Our work is orthogonal to state-merging
techniques and can be combined with them to boost sym-
bolic execution further.
6.4 Solving Complex Path Conditions
Our technique can also be improved by incorporating
existing techniques for solving complex path conditions.
Conventional SMT solvers are not effective in handling
constraints that involve non-linear arithmetic or external
function calls, which often causes symbolic execution to
have poor coverage. In [58], an algorithm was introduced
that can solve hard arithmetic constraints in path conditions.
The idea is to generate geometric structures that help solve
non-linear constraints with existing heuristics [59]. In [60], a
technique to solve string constraints was proposed based
on ant colony optimization. There are attempts to solve
this problem by machine learning [61]. It encodes not only
the simple linear path conditions, but also complex path
conditions (e.g., function calls of library methods) into the
symbolic path conditions. The objective function is defined
by dissatisfaction degree. By iteratively generating sample
solutions and getting feedback from the objective function, it
learns how to generate solution for complex path condition
containing even black-box function which cannot be solved
by current solver. Perry et al. [62] aim to reduce the cost
of solving array constraints in symbolic execution. To do
so, they present a technique to transform the complex con-
straints into the simple one while preserving the semantics.
6.5 Software Testing with Machine Learning
Similar to ours, a few existing techniques use machine
learning to improve software testing [26], [63], [64], [65],
[66], [67], [68]. In Continuous Integration, RECTECS [67]
uses reinforcement learning to preferentially execute fail-
ing test-cases. Likewise, in Android GUI testing, QBE [65]
employs a standard reinforcement learning algorithm (Q-
learning) to increase both activity coverage and the numbed
of crashes. In web application testing, to achieve high
statement coverage, Sant et al. [68] automatically build
statistical models from logged data via machine learning
techniques. In grammar-based fuzzing, Learn&Fuzz [63]
leverages recurrent neural networks to automatically learn
the complex structure of PDF objects, intending to maximize
code coverage. In a broad sense, our work belongs to this
line of research, where we use a learning algorithm to
generate search heuristics of dynamic symbolic execution
automatically.
6.6 Search-based Software Testing
Our work can be seen as an instance of the general frame-
work of search-based software testing/engineering [69],
[70], where a testing task is formulated as an optimization
problem and solved by using a meta-heuristic algorithm
(e.g., genetic algorithm). In this work, we formulated the
problem of generating search heuristics of dynamic sym-
bolic execution as an optimization problem and presented
an effective algorithm to solve it. To our knowledge, this is
a novel application from the search-based software testing
perspective.
7 CONCLUSION
The difficulty of manually crafting good search heuristics
has been a major open challenge in dynamic symbolic exe-
cution. In this paper, we proposed to address this challenge
by automatically learning search heuristics. Given a pro-
gram under test, our technique generates a search heuristic
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by using a parametric search heuristic and an optimization
algorithm that searches for good parameter values. For
two approaches to dynamic symbolic execution, namely
concolic testing and execution-generated testing, we have
shown that automatically-generated search heuristics are
likely to outperform existing hand-tuned heuristics, greatly
improving the effectiveness of dynamic symbolic execution.
We hope that our technique can supplant the laborious and
less rewarding task of manually tuning search heuristics of
dynamic symbolic execution.
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